
BREXIT FOR BOATERS


Deal Or No Deal


 Deal


Having postponed the exit date from March 29th, if there is a deal before April 12 (the new 
exit date) then the following will not instantly apply, but some of what is mentioned below will 
be phased in, but in a much more orderly fashion! April 12th was chosen as the exit date 
because under law this is the deadline for the UK to decide whether to hold European 
Parliament elections. The other date mentioned is May 22nd. The story will further unfold this 
week!


No Deal


Individual Traveller


Passport

All UK citizens will need at least 6 months validity beyond the planned end of the trip. If not, 
renew passport.

https://www.gov.uk/apply-renew-passport 


European Travel Information and Authorisation System (ETIAS)

There are many countries who are not in the European Union (EU) whose citizens can enter the 
EU Schengen Zone without needing a visa. After Brexit, the UK will be in this position.


Citizens of these countries are allowed to go into countries in the Schengen Zone for business 
or travel purposes for up to 90 days. During these 90 days, these visitors are not allowed to 
work or study, but can engage in business and tourism activities.


To reduce procedures and wait times, as well as address the security concerns, the European 
Commission (EC) has come up with a solution – European Travel Information and Authorisation 
System (ETIAS). It will be similar to ESTA that is used for entry to the USA. The system is 
expected to be in place by 2021.

https://www.schengenvisainfo.com/etias/ 


90 Day Rule

If there is a no deal Brexit 0n March 29, visits to within the EU for UK nationals will be limited 
to 90 days maximum in a 180 day period. Non UK nationals are already, technically, subject to 
this enforcement. It is very important people understand the 90/180 day rules and the way 
that they are enforced. It is not possible to get an extension beyond 90 days by trying to put 
two 180 day periods together. After a full 90 day stay in the EU a non-EU citizen must leave 
the EU for 90 days.

the link below is for a calculator that can be used to calculate the number of days remaining.

https://ec.europa.eu › European Commission › Migration and Home Affairs

Some further thoughts about this will be discussed later in the presentation.


https://www.gov.uk/apply-renew-passport
https://www.schengenvisainfo.com/etias/
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/content/visa-calculator_en


EHIC - Health & Travel Insurance

European Health Insurance Card will not be valid in the event of a No Deal Brexit. Obtain Travel 
Insurance - you should have this anyway!

https://www.nhs.uk/using-the-nhs/healthcare-abroad/apply-for-a-free-ehic-european-health-
insurance-card/ This link may well be no longer applicable if there is a no-deal Brexit

https://www.wired-gov.net/.../news.../New+law+proposed+to+safeguard+UK+citizens+...

We have annual Travel Insurance with BUPA. I received a letter in February saying that as we 
purchased the policy in the UK and live in the UK, there is no impact on the policy. It is worth 
checking out your own policy, but it is unlikely there will be any changes.


Pet Travel to Europe

Advice for pet owners planning to take a pet to any EU country after 29 March 2019 in the 
event of the UK leaving the EU without a deal.

https://www.gov.uk › ... › Wildlife, animals, biodiversity and ecosystems › Pets


Driving Licence

It is likely that you will require an International Driving Permit.

There are 3 types of permit :-

• 1949 IDP - Valid for 12 months - required for Ireland, Cyprus, Malta, Spain and Iceland

• 1968 IDP - Valid for 3 years (or however long your driving licence is valid, whichever is the 

shorter) - required for all other EU states.

• 1926 IDP - Valid for 12 months - required for Liechtenstein, Mexico and Somalia


The necessary licence is obtainable from the Post Office at a cost of £5.50

Documentation required :- Driving Licence

                                Passport

                                Passport photo

https://www.gov.uk/drive-abroad 

https://www.postoffice.co.uk/international-driving-permit 


Documentation for Car

• Insurance - a ‘green card’ will be required - all that you need to know link is :-      

https://www.moneysavingexpert.com › News › 2019 › February

• The vehicle log book (V5C) - up to date

• The car must be taxed in the UK

• MOT if required

• Tolls and emission Stickers - for help and advice on requirements for Europe and 

purchase :- https://www.tolltickets.com/en/

• A GB sticker, with no stars! Currently The GB can be displayed as a separate sticker on the 

rear of the car, or as part of the number plate with Euro-star symbol. If there is no deal a 
separate larger sticker will be required and the Eurostars removed from the number plate 
(probably new number plates).


• BE AWARE

    If you are unfortunate enough to be involved in an accident, it may be necessary to appoint     

    an agent to handle any claims. The Motor Insurance Bureau will no longer be able to act on  

    your behalf.   

    https://www.mib.org.uk/


https://www.nhs.uk/using-the-nhs/healthcare-abroad/apply-for-a-free-ehic-european-health-insurance-card/
https://www.nhs.uk/using-the-nhs/healthcare-abroad/apply-for-a-free-ehic-european-health-insurance-card/
https://www.wired-gov.net/wg/news.nsf/articles/New+law+proposed+to+safeguard+UK+citizens+healthcare+abroad+after+Brexit+29102018152000?open
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pet-travel-to-europe-after-brexit
https://www.gov.uk/drive-abroad
https://www.postoffice.co.uk/international-driving-permit
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/news/2019/02/driving-to-europe-after-brexit--check-when-you-ll-need-to-contac/
https://www.tolltickets.com/en/
https://www.mib.org.uk/


Mobile Phones

If there is  a deal agreed before Brexit, it is likely current mobile roaming rules are expected 
to continue until at least the end of 2020. 

No deal means that it is likely that roaming charges would return immediately – it will then be 
down to the individual providers to decide.

Further information :-

https://www.moneysavingexpert.com › News › 2019 › February

https://www.gov.uk › Mobile roaming if there’s no Brexit deal


THE BOAT


VAT Status

• If there is a no-deal Brexit, the implications for UK based boats is considerable as they lose 

EU VAT paid status, VAT will therefore be payable to the country of entry to the EU27. 
However, using the Temporary Importation Rules, will, in general, allow a non EU based boat 
to spend 18 months in the EU27 before VAT becomes payable (24 months if the boat is laid 
up and not used).


    The boat must only be used for private purposes.

    Once the boat has been outside territorial waters of the EU it becomes eligible for a   

    further period of Temporary Importation. There is no minimum period that the boat has to  

    be outside the EU jurisdiction before it become eligible for a further 18 months Temporary   

    Importation Period.

• Owners of boats that wish to locate their boats within EU should locate their boats in an 

EU27 port on Brexit day in order to retain EU Vat paid status. They will need to show 
evidence of this (Receipts for moorings, dated photograph). This evidence should be retained. 
Those whose boats are already within the EU27 should make sure that they have some 
evidence to prove that they were already there (Insurance Certificate stating home port, 
Receipts for mooring/winter storage, a dated photograph of the boat) would be useful and 
should be retained.


• Post Brexit no one knows how HMRC will treat VAT issues on boats imported into the UK. 
This must be thought about if boats are located in the EU27 on Brexit day and are likely to 

https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/news/2019/02/mobile-firms-not-ruling-out-roaming-charges-after-brexit/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mobile-roaming-if-theres-no-brexit-deal/mobile-roaming-if-theres-no-brexit-deal


be brought back to the UK. If UK VAT has been paid originally, it might be useful to obtain 
a form T2L from HMRC. For members of the RYA, a T2L pack is obtainable by telephoning 
023 8060 4233, stating your membership number. This T2L pack contains an original hard 
copy (green) C88 Status form and instructions for how to complete the form, a sample 
completed form. Complete the C88 Status form and send it to HMRC with proof of payment 
of VAT. Note that it is possible to download a C88 part 4, but this is not a C88 Status form 
and may not be acceptable to customs.


ICC and Marine Radio Operators Certificate of Competence

These certificates are recognised by individual countries and are nothing to do with the EU., 
thus, there will be no change.


Boat Insurance

Our boat is insured with GJW Direct - following a telephone conversation with the insurer, it 
seems that it is “business as usual”. If you are worried about your insurance and Brexit, 
telephone your insurer.


Red Diesel

If your boat has red diesel in the tank from a trip to the UK, in the past there have been 
problems in Belgian Ports and large fines have been levied. The situation has now been ratified 
and there is no change to the Belgian governments 2018 position. They are continuing to accept 
the use of red diesel in the fuel tanks of UK pleasure boats for this 2019 season.

Please be reminded that you must pay 100% duty on any red diesel purchased and the receipt 
retained on the boat. This means that you must not accept the 60:40 split.


Crossing the Channel

The requirements have not changed, but to recap :-

Ship’s Papers :-

• Registration Document - SSR and Bill of Sale

• Ship’s Radio Licence

• Insurance

• Evidence of the Union Status of the boat - a VAT receipt and or a T2L document

• Evidence of RCD Compliance or Exemption - A Builder’s Plate which includes the CE Marking, 

must be fixed to all RCD compliant boats. RCD compliant boats are marked with an 
identification number - (hull identification number [HIN]).


• Voyage Log - no legal requirement, but good practice.

Skipper and or Crew

• Evidence of Competence - ICC

• Marine Radio Operators Certificate of Competence

• Passport - for all members of the crew

• EHIC and or Travel Insurance, again for all members of the crew

The link is to the RYA website, but certain areas are only available to members.

https://www.rya.org.uk/knowledge-advice/boating-abroad/Pages/paperwork.aspx


https://www.rya.org.uk/knowledge-advice/boating-abroad/Pages/paperwork.aspx


FURTHER THOUGHTS


Citizenship

Whilst the UK is still a member of the EU it is possible to have dual citizenship. Those that 
have joint citizenship will retain this after Brexit. Those that apply for citizenship of an EU 
country post-Brexit will have to rescind their British citizenship.

If you live in an EU country, you can apply for a residency permit. Residency allows you to stay 
in the country of your residency permit, but if you travel from the country of your permit you 
are in the same situation as the rest of us and are allowed 90 days in a 180 day period. How 
this can be checked is unclear!

Residency usually means that you are registered to pay tax in that country - a tax advisor 
would need to be brought into the equation and you would still have to adhere to the 90 day 
rule. Thus there are no advantages to this and a great deal of hassle


Reflagging the boat

This usually implies residency in that country, or that you have a business address there. 
Reflagging would not solve the 90 day rule and would probably mean that your ICC and Radio 
Operators Certificate would not be valid and you would have to obtain the necessary 
certification of that country and in the language of that country. Again there appear  to be no 
advantages, but much hassle.


IN CONCLUSION


We are entering waters that are yet uncharted. Some of what we have discussed today may 
well come to pass if we indeed get a deal, but it will be much more ordered (we hope) and 
thought through.
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